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Introduction. Emergency Diesel Generators (EDGs) provide backup power to nuclear
power plants in case of failure of AC buses. The reliability of EDGs is important to assure
response to loss-of-ofsite power accident scenarios, a dominant contributor to the plant risk.
The reliable performance of EDGs has been of concern both for regulators and plant operators.
In this paper we present an approach and results from the analysis of failure data from a
large population of EDGs. We used empirical bayes approach to obtain both the population
distribution and the individual failure probabilities from EDGs failure to start and load-run
data over 4 years for 194 EDGs at 63 plant units [1].

Methodology. The diesel test failure data which is available consists of the number of
demands ra, and number of failures ft per year for each diesel i = 1 , . . . , / , / = 194. The
data are divided into numbers of starts failures and number of load-run failures and associated
number of demands. It is supposed that each diesel has failure probability pf and failures of
the diesel follows the binomial distribution with parameters (pi,7ii). The failure probabilities
are estimated independently for failure to start and load-run tests. In using the empirical
Bayes approach, each diesel failure probability pt is treated as being a sample value from an
underlying population distribution. The observed number of diesel failures in a given number
of demands provides information not only on individual diesel failure probability />,, but also on
the characteristics of underlying failure probability distribution.

For a set of failure data, such as diesel data, it is known that empirical Bayes approaches
provide individual and population estimates which have desirable statistical properties (see, for
example [2,3,4]). Comparison of different empirical Bayes methods was performed by Shultis et
al.[5]. Martz and Lian [6] evaluated nine empirical Bayes estimators for the binomial parameter
Pi and concluded that the estimator proposed by Copas [7] has one of the best mean squared
error over the wide rage of the parameters. This method does not impose in advance some
specific distribution for values pt, while many other empirical Bayes estimators consider normal
population failure distribution. It only assumes that the distribution has known mean and
variance parameters. Since exact values of these parameters are not available, some estimates
should be used to construct the copas estimator. Denote by p. and a2 estimates of mean and
variance parameters respectively. The copas estimate pi of individual diesel failure probability
is an optimally weighted average of simple individual diesel failure probability estimate pi = jj8-,
and the average failure probability estimate for total population p., i.e.,
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Figure 1: The copas estimator.

The weighting coefficient wt is obtained through mean ft and variance a2 estimates.

The copas estimator (1) shrinks simple estimate p, toward the estimate oi t • n •> wage /i with
shrinking parameter Wi (see Figure 1). This estimator produces nonzero estimate for pi even if
number of failures for diesel z equals to zero, i.e., p{ = 0. The proper choice of the mean ji and
variance <x2 estimates is very important, because these estimates define shrinking parameter w,
and the point toward which shrinking is made. Originally, Copas [7] used the following estimate
for the mean

Pc°p — T .
i = l

and variance

-A)} •

(2)

(3)

The estimates (2) and (3) are unbiased. A potential problem with the estimate (3) is that it
can be negative. If a negative value is obtained, then a2 is set to zero with interpretation that
there are no significant differences among the underlying failure probabilities.

To verify the approach we used also regression analysis to obtain estimates of mean /L and
variance CT2. With formula (1) individual failures probabilities are the functions of mean and
variance parameters, i.e., pi(ji, o2). It is supposed that failures of each diesel i follow the binomial
distribution with parameters (pj(/i, a2),^}. Therefore, under condition that pi((t, a2), i =
1 , . . . , / are known, it is possible to calculate different statistical functions for the amount of
failures and compare them with the proper functions for the real failures data. Regression
analysis was performed to fit these statistical functions in the real data functions and obtain
proper estimates of mean /i and variance &. We considered two types of functions: mean and
variance ("matching moments" approach), probabilities to belong to some intervals ("matching
histogram" approach).

Summary of Results. For specified population of diesels we obtained estimates for start
and load-run tests correspondingly:

ST.FAIL : jieop = 4.9 x 10~3

LD.FAIL : & * = 9.6 x 10~3

a* = 8.6 X 10-6 ,
'cop

= 5.1 X 10-5 .

With "matching moment" approach we obtained the following estimates for the mean and
variance:

ST.FAIL : fimm = 4.9 X 10~3 , c2
mm = 2.7 x 10~5 ,



LD.FAIL : [imm = 9.6 x 10"3 , &lm = 1.4 x 1O"4 .

Estimates of failure probabilities for the population of diesels are obtained with formula (1).
See, for example, histogram of this population with copas estimates for load-run failures in the
logarithmic scale on Figure 2.

The population of individual diesel failure probabilities or station failure probabilities can be
fit with a parameter distribution for more concise description and for applications to PRAs. We
considered beta and log normal distributions which are commonly used in PRAs. Parameters of
these distributions are obtained by "matching moments", i.e., equating the mean and variance
of the specified distributions to those of the population.

The obtained distributions for start and load-run failure probabilities can be used, for ex-
ample, to identify:

• Portions of the diesels having considerably different failure probabilities;

• Portions of diesels with specified failure probability characteristics (for example, with
reliability less then 95 % );

• The population of individual diesel failure probabilities or station failure probabilities can
be fit with a parameter distribution for applications to PRAs.
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Figure 2: Histogram of load-run failure probabilities (logarithmic scale)

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.


